Client Testimonials

“Moore Building Services did an excellent job on the extension to my house. All the
work both internal and external was finished to a high standard and completed with
the time stated. All my family are pleased with the work. I would recommend Gary’s
company every time” – Mr Gurung, Ashford
“Gary is the epitome of professionalism: thorough, methodical and efficient. His
work is practical and tidy at all times and he and his staff communicates his
progress on a daily basis. From planning to completion, Gary work on our extension
was of the highest of stand, and we have no hesitation in recommending him to
others” – Mr & Mrs Tandy, Ashford
“Our loft conversion is the best thing we could have done to our house and Gary has
done an amazing job. The en-suite makes a huge difference, as dos the additional
space we now have. I’d recommend Moore Building Services to anyone” – Mrs
Friend, Ashford
“In July, we contracted Moore Building Services to refurbish a family bathroom and
an en-suite. The work entailed replace existing vanity units and work surfaces, wall
and floor tiling including raising the toilet and hand basins, plumbing and generally
making good. In every aspect of the work undertaken by Moore Building Services
was undertaken to our complete satisfaction and within the forecast timescale. We
found Gary Moore professional, courteous, tidy and entirely trustworthy. We have
no hesitation is recommending Moore Building Services and will be seeking quotes
from them for all our future work” – Mr & Mrs Barlett, Westwell, Ashford
“Dear Gary, we are so pleased with our new bathroom and cannot thank you and
your staff enough for the hard work you put in as you undertook the transformation
of our bathroom from a dull and cramped space to a bright and attractive room that
seems so much bigger. The efficient way that you organised the work, keeping
disruption to a minimum, and the way that you found solutions to problems as they
came to light was impressive. We would have no hesitation in recommending your
company to anyone planning work on their homes, once again thank you – Mr &
Mrs Carter, Singleton
“Dear Gary, just a note to say a very big thank you for excellent and profession job
you carried out when installing our bathroom, toilet and shower. The tiling is just as
we envisaged. Also, sorting several problems encountered and for the way you
cleared up at the end of each day” – Mr & Mrs Laws, Betherden
“Gary recently built a porch and installed a new kitchen for me. I found Gary and
Richard to be conscientious, reliable and trustworthy and I was impressed with the
excellent finish” – Mrs Morton, Ashford

